An interactive meeting between guar gum industrialists and scientists of the institute

An interactive meeting was held between representatives of guar gum industry and scientists of the institute under the chairmanship of Dr. O.P. Yadav, Director, ICAR-CAZRI on April 15th, 2019. Among industry representatives, Shri P.K. Hisaria, Dilip Soni, S.K. Sharma, Vinod Acharya and Shri Sohan Lal Jain apprised about the needs of industry and expectations from the CAZRI. Scientists of CAZRI shared the research work being done on guar with industrialists. Dr. Hansraj Mahla, Principal Scientist highlighted techniques of increasing guar productivity in context of guar export in current scenario. Dr. Saurabh Swami made presentation on guar gum quality and value addition. Dr. C.B. Pandey also expressed his views in the meeting.